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Lord Boothby and Ronnie Kray ( Image: Mirrorpix)
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How the Establishment covered up gay
affair between gangster Ronnie Kray
and Tory peer
EXCLUSIVE The relationship between Tory Bob Boothby and one of the Kray twins was
probed by the police during the 1960s and has been explored in a new book about the
scandal

By Grace MacAskill Do NOT USE
18:18, 27 Jun 2020

|

by TaboolaSponsored Links

Glasses in hand, Tory peer Bob Boothby stands with gangster Ronnie Kray in a picture that
can finally be fully explained after 56 years.

The pair were at the centre of a Sunday Mirror story which said Scotland Yard was probing
an alleged gay relationship between “a prominent peer and a leading thug in the London
underworld”.

It was July 1964 and engaging in homosexual acts was a crime at the time. Neither man was
named in the story but readers guessed Kray’s identity.

Few realised Boothby, a star of right- wing politics, was the other person.

How the Sunday Mirror covered the story in the 1960s ( Image: Daily Mirror)

Even fewer knew he had a penchant for attending sex parties with Kray. And that secrecy
would be maintained in a cover-up operation which ran to the highest echelons of the
Establishment.

But now, for the first time, the full story behind their relationship is laid bare in a book by
author Daniel Smith.

Smith, who was aided in his research by the release of secret MI5 files kept on Boothby,
says: “He was a massive drinker and gambler, but also a huge personality and the public
knew nothing of his life away from the political arena.

"As a public figure there is a lot that is admirable. But his private life was a mess.”

Ronnie Kray with Lord Boothby and Leslie Holt ( Image: Mirrorpix)

The first pieces in the jigsaw of Boothby’s complex life go back more than three decades
before he met Kray.

Edinburgh-born, Boothby was once MP for Aberdeen and parliamentary private secretary
to Winston Churchill from 1926 to 1929.

He was tipped as a future PM but in 1930 he embarked on an affair with Dorothy Macmillan
– wife of his friend and fellow Tory Harold.

The relationship was known about in Parliamentary circles and it damaged Boothby’s
career.

Dorothy wanted a divorce. Devastated Macmillan refused and was so devoted to his wife
that he allowed her to live with Boothby for a time.

Author Smith explains: “Boothby was the one everyone thought would have a stellar
career, but when this affair began everything reversed.

"Incredibly the two men remained friends. They came into Parliament together in 1924 and
this great betrayal never really ended, with Dorothy and Bob continuing contact until she
died in 1966.

“Yet Macmillan had this amazing way of compartmentalising his life. He knighted Boothby in
1958 and kept him as a friend, corresponding on political matters for years and years
after.”

Harold Macmillan with his wife Lady Dorothy ( Image: Mirrorpix)

The love triangle scandalised Boothby in the eyes of colleagues. But he hid darker secrets.
Fast-forward to 1964 and, after the Sunday Mirror story, a German magazine identified
Boothby and Kray.

It would be three years before homosexuality was decriminalised and, fearful of being
“outed”, Boothby went to The Times – denying he was homosexual and saying he had only
met Kray on a couple of occasions for business.

Boothby had some powerful allies. Harold Wilson was widely tipped to be the next PM and
knew any probe would involve ex-Labour MP Tom Driberg.

Boothby and Driberg had been seen picking up “rent boys” at a dog track and were often
guests at Kray’s East End flat, where he held sex parties.

Worried a sensation could harm his prospects, Wilson and a friend hatched a plan.

They helped Boothby hire lawyer Arnold Goodman, who advised talking to The Times. The
legal eagle made a series of intimidating calls to then Sunday Mirror editor Cecil King.

Cedra Court, infamous as the home to the notorious Kray twins, Ronnie and Reggie ( 
Image: Alamy)

Our paper issued an apology and paid out £40,000 compensation (about £800,000 today)
after hinting Boothby and Ronnie were having an affair.

They weren’t, but the truth was far more damaging. MI5 papers released in 2015 revealed
they frequented West End gambling dens and clubs owned by Ronnie and his gangster twin
Reggie to “hunt” for young men.

One man pictured with them was Leslie Holt – Boothby’s chauffeur and lover.

At the time, Britain was still reeling from the 1963 Profumo affair. Cabinet minister John
Profumo had an affair with 19-year-old Christine Keeler, who was also seeing a Soviet naval
attache.

There were fears secrets had been spilled. The whole episode affected Macmillan greatly,
says writer Smith.

He adds: “I think he found it all too troubling because of what happened in his personal life.
I think he found the idea of infidelity too upsetting.”

Macmillan resigned as PM on health grounds in 1963. It spared him the Boothby saga a year
later.

Kray died in jail in 1995, aged 61. He and Reggie had been found guilty in 1969 of killing Jack
“The Hat” McVitie.

Ronnie was also convicted of murdering George Cornell. The twins got a minimum term of
30 years – then the longest sentence passed down at the Old Bailey for murder.

Boothby, who died in 1986, aged 86, was a colourful character, a regular on TV who loved
to tell a story. He spoke of meeting Hitler in Germany in 1932.

The outrageous Lord claimed Hitler raised a salute, shouting “Heil Hitler” – and he saluted
back, yelling “Heil Boothby”. Smith says after researching the peer, he is “conflicted” about
him.

Labour party leader Harold Wilson ( Image: Mirrorpix)

He says: “Politically, I believe he was on the right side of history but never quite achieved
high office.

"He seems an unfulfilled talent. He was a great raconteur, but he was also a show-off who
never conquered his demons.

“He liked attention, which got him into difficult situations, and other people paid the price
along the way.

“The boys and men involved in the Kray episode were mainly in their late teens and it’s
difficult to imagine they were at those parties of their own volition with a senior
Establishment figure and a terrifying criminal.

"That’s where sympathy for Boothby wanes. He’s very complex but he was a driving force
in campaigning for the decriminalisation of male relationships.

“I can’t help wonder what would his career have held if it was acceptable then to be a
public figure and homosexual?”

The Peer and the Gangster: A Very British Cover-Up, by The History Press, is out July 3,
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